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+ SQL Server 进行编写。技术相对成熟，便于扩展和维护[2-7]。 
 
















As computers are widely used in daily work, a lot of work has more and more 
relied on computers to complete. At this stage, whether large enterprises, or SMEs, 
are in urgent need of a fitting software to achieve savings of human, material and 
financial resources, improve efficiency, and enhance overall competitiveness. Due to 
the popularity of the Internet and its convenience, enterprise Online Transaction 
Processing (OLTP) will become necessary. 
Enterprise online transaction processing (OLTP) system uses B/S (Browser / 
Server) architecture, system maintenance set only on the server. It is very simple and 
convenient for client to use; Clients can only access the system via the network as a 
platform for the exchange and sharing of data. The system automatically updates the 
data, sort, aggregate, search, and export reports to generate EXCEL, which helps easy 
to archive, query and print data. System composes of five functional modules, 
including sales management, financial processing, inventory management, user 
management and system settings. Respectively, they are built to achieve different 
functions, so that each department can work together in order to achieve purposes like 
improving efficiency, reducing error rates and saving labor resources. 
This paper describes the enterprise online transaction processing (OLTP) 
application and solutions. Code is written using ASP + SQL Server. Technology is 
relatively mature, and easy to expand and maintain. 
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具体模块功能划分一览表如表 2-1 所示。 
 






































































销售模块具体功能详细描述如表 2-2 所示。 
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